
Papercut Karte
Instructions No. 2404
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Sending or presenting a card is always something very personal. This card not only comes up trumps with a great 3D effect,
but also catches the eye with its papercut elements. Designing this card is not difficult at all. With our free template you can
easily create this leaf card.

This is how the card is made:
Print out the templates and transfer them to the
corresponding papers. We have chosen a
combination of pink, purple and green here.
However, you can choose and use the papers
according to your taste.

Cut out the motifs with the cutter and trim the
leaves so that they are not completely cut out.
Leave the lower part of the leaves closed. Now
you can fold the leaves up a little on the sides for
a great 3D effect.

The green paper was glued with double-sided
adhesive tape, the other two papers with 3D
adhesive pads. This creates an additional
beautiful 3D effect.

Glue the beads with craft glue.

Article number Article name Qty
14879 Handicraft paper pad "Rainbow Colours" 1
534512 Double cards with envelopes "Kraft paper", 18 x 13 cm, 50 pieces 1
134101 Fiskars Premium precision craft knife set 1
10563 Pearl Letter Set, RoundWhite 1
17361 itoshii Beads set "Fruits" 1
118699 VBS Saving set "3D adhesive accessories", 10 pcs. 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1
17361 itoshii Beads set "Fruits" 1
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